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This is the second of two ›stand-alone‹ volumes that have emerged from Thierry Amalou’s doctoral 

dissertation of 2003 on the town of Senlis between 1520 and 1610. The period from 1520 to 1580 is 

treated in the ›companion‹ volume to this one, and is entitled »Une concorde urbaine. Senlis au temps des 

réformes« (Limoges, 2007). The words of that title suggest that Senlis managed to preserve, in a way that 

so many other of France’s bonnes villes failed to do during the wars of religion, the internal stability and 

balanced relationship with the monarchy which had, in Bernard Chevalier’s interpretation, characterised 

the Renaissance period. The present volume includes a very brief introduction to Senlis’s experiences of 

the Reformation and earlier wars of religion, but the more one reads the more the reader unfamiliar with 

»Une concorde urbaine« will wish that he/she had read it. How far did the methods and success of the 

previous generations in sustaining the bonne ville tradition determine the town’s capacity to survive the far 

greater danger of the Catholic League and the change of ruling dynasty? What exactly was the impact of 

Protestantism on the internal politics and social relations of Senlis? This is not to suggest that separating 

the original dissertation into two books was a bad idea, but rather that the present volume offers a 

genuinely fascinating account of the years that it does cover. 

Amalou’s study is a contribution to the already substantial historiography of the urban experience of 

religious strife, and specifically to that which deals with the crucial decade of the Catholic League (1585–

1595). By now the variety of individual urban experiences revealed by historians is such that no single city 

can claim to be representative, and each new study tends to add further variety to the existing framework. 

To evaluate this account of Senlis’s experiences, it is essential to recall that it was a relatively small town 

north-east of Paris, one of many such as Meaux, Beauvais, Compiègne and others somewhat further 

afield, which were more or less dominated by the shadow of their huge neighbour, Paris. Its history is not 

even representative of that local/provincial environment, since apart from a very brief and peculiar 

interlude in early 1589, Senlis remained the most firmly royalist town in a region whose towns were largely 

committed to the cause of the Catholic League. That in turn was due in part to the fact that, as Bernard 

Guenée showed years ago, Senlis was a town whose identity was strongly determined by the presence 

there of organs of royal judicial and financial administration, whose magistrates played a major role in the 

town’s affairs. The impact of the earlier wars of religion had not been so severe as to disrupt the aspiration 

to internal harmony that the increasingly oligarchical elite of Senlis harboured, and the Protestant 
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population was too small to constitute a major threat from inside. 

Inevitably, a key focus of any book dealing with the period 1580–1610 is how the town behaved during the 

period following the successive assassinations of the Guises and of Henri III. Senlis ›turned‹ ligueur for a 

very brief spell during March–April 1589, but that aberration was quickly put right and the town quickly 

became firmly royalist in an area with few equivalents. Amalou argues that in maintaining its tradition of 

monarchical loyalism Senlis was helped considerably by the fact that Henri III avoided burdening the town 

with the exactions that made his regime so unpopular in other towns. Secondly, as already mentioned, the 

social elite was agreed on the necessity to maintain internal unity, and one way of doing this was to 

support the reformist drive of the early French Counter-Reformation epitomised by its new bishop, the 

hyperactive Guillaume Rose, who would later embrace the Catholic League. Amalou re-interprets the 

processions blanches of 1583 and the other public manifestations of religious fervour in terms of a broad 

commitment within Senlis to the disciplinary and devotional élan of Catholic reform rather than as 

evidence of a potentially disruptive eschatological anguish. The counterpart of such processions was the 

introduction of new, approved devotions to the Virgin Mary and the Holy Sacrament. The chapter devoted 

to Guillaume Rose’s pre-League career as bishop of Senlis is crucial here. Amalou has gone as far as the 

evidence allows him in rehabilitating Rose’s record before his defection to the Catholic League, an act 

which destroyed forever his previous reputation by enabling his royalist enemies to portray him as 

betraying his benefactor, Henri III, in order to pursue his own political objectives. Instead, Amalou sees 

him less as a Guise client (for which there is little evidence) than as a pastor committed to the reform 

programme of the Council of Trent as interpreted and reworked by the 1583 Council of Reims. Crucially, 

until his defection saw him exiled from Senlis from 1589 to 1596, his pastoral objectives were widely 

shared by the lay population, and especially by the local elite, which found in his attempts at a recharge 

sacrale a further source of unity and common action. His visceral anti-Calvinism created no serious 

conflicts with a population which aspired strongly to religious unity. Likewise, the creation of a bureau des 

pauvres in 1584 was a joint clerical-lay venture which enabled Senlis to avoid serious problems in 

subsequent difficult years. 

This record makes Senlis’s brief flirtation with the Catholic League in 1589 all the more intriguing. Amalou 

shows that it was a coup mounted from without, but engineered from within, by a tiny majority of Guise 

supporters inside the town, and that the six-week League was ended by an externally engineered strike 

led by Guillaume de Montmorency-Thoré based nearby at Chantilly. Surprisingly, the League ›regime‹ 

conducted no real purge of the governing elite – virtually everyone remained in their place! – so that when 

Senlis returned to the royalist camp, there was no major counter-upheaval. Exiles and expulsions were 

very few, doing very little damage to the socio-political fabric. Sustained efforts would later be made to 

mythologise Senlis’s heroic fidelity to the royal cause, but this should not lead us to imagine that it was a 

town traumatised by purge and counter-purge. Its governing elite maintained their unity and, above all, 
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their grip, not just on political power, but on the evolving identity of the town in the following decades. 

Obviously, Bishop Rose and his closest ligueur supporters were exiled for having taken the League’s 

cause too far, and it was members of the clergy who suffered most from the royalist backlash. No doubt it 

was its recent experiences (including a failed second ligueur coup) that made Senlis willing to recognise 

Henri IV as king in August 1589 and without any condition that he convert to Catholicism. 

The central chapters of the book are devoted to an analysis of the local power, in its cultural as well as 

social and administrative dimensions, of the Senlis royalists who dominated the town before and after 

1589. After that date, they conjured up a wider civic religion than hitherto, one that increasingly 

commemorated the recent events that became the core of the town’s royalist identity. Within a few 

decades, Senlis became a model town in the emerging absolutism of the Bourbon monarchy. It was 

overwhelmingly a gentrified town dominated by its royal officials, who disdained commerce in its local 

manifestations; the magistrates swamped the town’s echevinage, sidelining its merchants, artisans and, to 

some extent, even its (royal) financial officials. Civic unity was preserved and celebrated in a union of 

affection to the monarchy which increasingly valued subjects over citizens. More unusually, Senlis also 

became a model ›gallican‹ town, in its continuing hostility to Guillaume Rose and, especially, to his 

nephew and successor Antoine after 1602. The lawsuit between the town and Antoine Rose in 1606–1607 

led to the latter’s public humiliation and became a landmark in the evolution of gallicanism under the early 

Bourbons. Yet, as Amalou shows, none of this involved dropping the pastorale developed in the 1580s by 

Guillaume Rose: the urban elite was as keen as ever on pushing the Counter-Reformation agenda as a 

continuing focus of urban endeavours, and after Antoine Rose’s departure in 1610, it found itself co-

operating readily with the new bishop, himself a former adherent of the Catholic League, Cardinal 

François de la Rochefoucauld. Senlis became a bastion of reformed Catholicism, not a secularised town 

with a purely civic religion of its own.

It will be evident that Thierry Amalou has produced a sustained and highly readable analysis, whose 

interest well surpasses the significance of Senlis itself. He has mined the surviving sources with 

considerable imagination and even-handedness, and is scrupulous in his treatment of the biases and 

lacunae of his evidence. Occasionally, one feels that an argument based on the experiences or thinking of 

one or two individuals remains a bit fragile. And ultimately, monarchical loyalism and its foundations 

emerge more clearly from this book than does episcopal power, which constitutes a somewhat less 

convincing leitmotif. Under Guillaume Rose (pre-1589), it is Rose’s personal energy rather than episcopal 

power per se which emerges most clearly, and the rapid collapse of the League’s control of Senlis put the 

clergy in a weak position thereafter. It is unfortunate that we see very little of Rose after his return in 1596, 

but that is no doubt a consequence of poor documentation. Even though the book theoretically ends in 

1610, it does discuss some of Cardinal La Rochefoucauld’s pastoral activities, and it would have been 

worth knowing whether a high-ranking bishop like him either tried or failed to restore episcopal power in 
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Senlis.
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